Abstract

According to the United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, human enteric viruses are estimated to cause two-thirds of the foodborne illness in the U.S. each year, with the majority attributed to norovirus (NoV). Enteric viruses including NoV, hepatitis A and E viruses can enter the food supply through contaminated environmental factors or by contamination during handling and processing, resulting in outbreaks ranging from small isolated ones to epidemic. A number of innovative food processing technologies have been used to mitigate the risk viruses pose to our food supply. The effects of food processing technologies such as high pressure processing can result in more than 3.5-log10 TCID50 ml-1 reduction of hepatitis A virus and feline calicivirus for shellfish application while pulsed light can inactivate 4.5-log10 PFU ml-1 of MNV-1 within 10 s. The presentation will focus on inactivation strategies currently examined by NoroCORE, a USDA-NIFA Food Virology Collaborative funded by USDA, include high pressure processing, high power ultrasound and pulsed light applications. Such strategies could be incorporated into a quantitative risk assessment model which may be used to determine the risk management strategies that will determine appropriate process criteria on reducing the contamination of foods such as shellfish, fresh produce and RTE foods.
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